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Pablo Talia LED Table Lamp
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Pablo Pardo

Pablo Talia LED Table Lamp

The Talia table lamp is multiple task-orientated whilst maintaining
its sleek and simplistic design. This modern design by Pablo
boasts 'maximum light control' with an integrated dimmer switch
allowing you to fully dim the light source with ease. The LED flat
panel creates a clean bright glare-free light that is ideal for
focused tasks. However, with the 360° post rotation and 180°
shade rotation, this Pablo LED table lamp can satisfy both task
and ambient lighting needs.

With its task-orientated focus, the Talia design features a
wireless induction charger on the base to allow you to charge
your smart devices without the use of a cable. The Talia LED
table lamp also features a handy USB port in the back of the
base for added convenience. Although the base of the lamp
homes many added features, it does not take up too much space.
The minimal footprint of this table lamp is ideal for compact
spaces such as busy desks or small bedside tables.

When creating this product, Pablo Designs kept sustainability and
longevity in mind. This is clear within the materials used that
contain no hazardous substances and are 97% recyclable. The
whole product can also be completely disassembled which makes
it easy to fix or transport. The LED light source is also highly
energy-saving and has a life span of 50,000 hours or 25 years of
daily use. However, in order to save electricity, this Pablo table
lamp also comes with a 6-hour energy-saving auto-off timer
feature.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/pablo-talia-led-table-lamp/10000324


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 5.1W, 3000K, 350 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Height: 39.5cm
Width: 9.9cm
Depth: 16.3cm
Cable Length: 183cm
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